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AziendaAzienda

Our company “Antica Valle d'Ofanto Sanferdinandese”, commonly recognized on the italian and international market with the acronym “AVO”, 

    is an apulian company specialized in the production, processing and packaging of mainly italian fruits and vegetables preserves. “AVO” is the 

             result of the experience, tenacity and work of the Todisco family which, in more than 40 years of activity, has developed a process and 

                        product Know-how, making the current company ready to enter into ever wider types of market. “AVO” is located in the beautiful

                                           territory of the Tavoliere delle Puglie, a land of ancient flavors and characteristic specialties, directly in contact with 

                                            the cultivation area of agri-food raw materials and owns its factory in the town of San Ferdinando di Puglia, halfway 

                                         placed between the historic cities of Foggia and Bari.  The manufacturing plant has an enclosed area of approximately
2                                       6000 m  divided between processing, packaging and storage areas, offices and various services, as well as an area for

2                                  external handling and temporary storage of approximately 9000 m . With an artichokes calibration and processing line and 

                            multiple packaging lines flanked by the most modern X-ray quality control technologies, the company currently produces both 

                         semi-finished products, supplying some of the largest italian companies, and finished product in different packaging such as 

                  tinplate cans, glass jars and plastic trays. The strategic position allows it to have a greater knowledge of the market realities linked 

             to the fruit and vegetable  sector, as well as a quick availability of raw materials, increasing exponentially the competitiveness and the

    capacity to acquire a fresh product with a high quality standard. AVO” packages both under its own brand and for Private Label boasting 

a clientele, concentrated in the HO.RE.CA. sector, both italian and above all foreign distributed in more than 17 countries around the world. 
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MissionMission

“AVO”, which has now become a well-established and nationally recognized reality among canning companies, both to extend its

brand on the national and international HO.RE.CA. market that in order to increase its presence in  large-scale retail 

distribution sector, for which it has played a role of copacker for some branded projects in the last years, it has set 

itself the goal of distinguishing itself from other competitors by increase the standard of its products even more, 

so that it can be places in a medium-high quality range, easily recognizable for a demanding clientele. 

To achieve this role, the company uses an acquired and continuously updated Know-how, 

which allows it to set up production processes starting from fresh raw materials, 

in addition to its strengths represented  by the direct presence on the 

territory of fruit and vegetable production, on the cooperation relationship 

established with direct farmers and on a corporate partnership in an 

ever-expanding farm...an evolution that never stops! 
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La nos�a gammaLa nos�a gamma

“AVO”  selects the best fresh and semi-finished vegetable raw materials to always provide its customers with high quality products by combining typical Apulian recipes 

with modern industrial technologies. The wide range of products proposed tries to tie together a partially manual manufacture with mechanized processes, aimed at respecting 

the HACCP regulations and the highest quality standards recognized worldwide. The entire range, to meet the various needs of customers, is divided into three main bands 

respect to the packaging containers which differ in the type of material and the different formats proposed. The main products with the relative standard formats adopted 

are illustrated below; at the customer's request it is possible to evaluate and offer other "non-standard" formats.
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Creme & PatèCreme & Patè

“AVO”  selects and combines the best flavors of the Mediterranean diet to create its own line of "Creams and Pate" to be used 
both in the kitchen, for delicious first courses or for elaborate dishes, and for the creation of fanciful bruschette with a look and 
taste unique .in pure  Made in Italy  style.
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Linea Reta�Linea Reta�

“AVO”  creates and covers with a new graphic design, totally under its own brand, a selection of 

products ranging from vegetables to natural olives of Apulian cultivars; all 

strictly in retail format addressed to the most demanding final consumer 

who seeks quality on their table at all costs.
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  Vasi / Jar

VasiVasi

Pallet euro/epal 80 x 120
Pallet euro/epal 80 x 120

Pallet �migato per export 100 x 120

Fumigated pallet for export 100 x 120

SCHEDA DI PALLETTIZZAZIONE

Palletizing board

  Vasi / Jar

TOTALE UNITÀTOTALE CARTONI

TOTALE UNITÀTOTALE CARTONI

128 768
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Pallet euro/epal 80 x 120
Pallet euro/epal 80 x 120

Pallet �migato per export 100 x 120

Fumigated pallet for export 100 x 120

Latta/ Tin

9 50 300

3/1 Kg

5/1 Kg

3/1 Kg

3 14 84 252

Latta
In banda stagnata

SCHEDA DI PALLETTIZZAZIONE

Palletizing board

1985/1 Kg 3

TOTALE UNITÀ

TOTALE UNITÀTOTALE CARTONI

TOTALE CARTONI
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Secchi/ Bucket

Secchi/ Bucket

Vaschette/ Tray 

Secchi 

Vaschette

Secchi 

Pallet euro/epal 80 x 120
Pallet euro/epal 80 x 120

Pallet �migato per export 100 x 120
Fumigated pallet for export 100 x 120

Pallet euro/epal 80 x 120
Pallet euro/epal 80 x 120

SCHEDA DI PALLETTIZZAZIONE

Palletizing board
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SECCHI PER PIANO
Buckets/layer

SECCHI PER PIANO
Buckets/layer

TOTALE UNITÀ

TOTALE UNITÀ

TOTALE UNITÀTOTALE CARTONI
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Linea SughiLinea Sughi

"AVO" selects only Italian tomatoes for its line of sauces. Various proposals including: 

Arrabbiata sauce, sauce with mushrooms, with olives, with basil and much more, for typical 

first courses of Italian cuisine. Ready to use, they just need to be heated.
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  Vasi / Jar

VasiVasi

Pallet euro/epal 80 x 120
Pallet euro/epal 80 x 120

Pallet �migato per export 100 x 120

Fumigated pallet for export 100 x 120

SCHEDA DI PALLETTIZZAZIONE

Palletizing board

  Vasi / Jar

TOTALE UNITÀTOTALE CARTONI

TOTALE UNITÀTOTALE CARTONI
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